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Beware the leader that cannot lead
Like the many of man written laws, the written words of God do present
a riddle to many. In law, to clarify ones point, specifics facts are
referenced. Many in practicing their religious belief cite to a specific to
argue their point.
In dealing with absolute precision of both realms, one sometimes fails to
see the ultimate objective. For law, it is for the truth to be revealed, for
God, it is also for the truth to be revealed.
For “K”, riddles may seem to exist, for me it is not so and I shall so try
to explain there are no riddles in my writings and there are no riddles
in God’s message. The most difficult part in explaining is writing
without referencing to any particular religious belief.
Each has the power of God to know all God knows as God resides
within; when one understands they will have the answer they sought.
However, most are never required to reach a level of understanding for
they will follow a wise Sheppard.
One could commit a grave error when one applies a single instance of
God’s word that results in skewing the whole meaning of God’s word.
One can see this type of skewing many times in legal writings
submitted to the many courts of the world. Where it is intentionally
done in God’s world, one has chosen the path to eternal damnation.
Where such skewing is done intentional in mans court, hopefully the
judge of the court will not be fooled by the skewing and address the

matter and the issue is address on truth. If the judge has been fooled,
then the deceiver has already chosen a path that will lead the evildoers
to eternal damnation.
I agree that they are many that wish not to know the ultimate
understanding for they must tend to their flock (family) and such flock
requires full attention of time. One frailty of youth is the lack of time.
History provides names of respected learned, Aristotle, Archimedes,
Socrates just to name a few. A major difference from history past to
modern time, mankind was not distributed across the planet and less
complicated and therefore allowed these learned ones to excel in their
respected filed.
Today, there are even fewer in the world that can understand and
comprehend the magnitude. And I assure my readers, there are many
that I personally know that do not understand me, where one does not
understand, please let me know somehow and I will attempt to find a
way to explain. This is where a teacher needs to be a student and listen
and learn from the questions being asked. As I previously state, I did
not understand whether this gift I have was a blessing or a curse. I
have since learned from understanding the God within it is a blessing
and with it will come those who accuse me of “as my nieces would say”
whatever. Boy, did “whatever” have a different meaning to me, replaces
words that is not wise to speak in public.

When one is at peace with oneself
one is at peace with God

